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Valentino filed a joint lawsuit with online retailer Amazon against a New York-based company for allegedly
counterfeiting the Italian fashion label's Valentino Garavani Rockstud shoes.

The lawsuit the first joint law litigation for both parties claims Buffalo, NY-based Kaitlyn Pan Group LLC and New
York resident Hao Pan offered the infringing products for sale on kaitlynpanshoes.com and Amazon.com. This was
in violation of Valentino's intellectual property rights and Amazon's policies.

"The vast majority of sellers in our store are honest entrepreneurs but we do not hesitate to take aggressive action to
protect customers, brands, and our store from counterfeiters," said Dharmesh Mehta, vice president for customer
trust and partner support at Amazon, in a statement.

"Amazon and Valentino are holding this company accountable in a court of law and we appreciate Valentino's
collaboration throughout this investigation," he said.

Kaitlyn Pan Shoes claims on its Web site to be "a luxury lifestyle brand offering the finest quality, ethically sourced
hides to produce one-of-a-kind shoes, bags and accessories; fashion pieces that are timeless, elegant and at an
affordable price."
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Valentino Garavani Rocks tud Calfskin Ankle Strap Pump 65mm, $995. Image credit: Valentino

Heel, or else
This is the first time that Seattle-based Amazon has partnered with a fashion brand on litigation.

It is  also the first time that Milan-based Valentino has filed a joint lawsuit with an online retailer against a third party.

In a way, the lawsuit is  a take-that to critics who claim that Amazon like eBay was accused in years past sells
counterfeit products through its third-party sellers. That accusation dogs platforms beyond the United States to
include Alibaba as well.

Here, when notified by Valentino, Amazon shut down Kaitlyn Pan's seller account in September 2019.

Despite multiple notices of infringement and a cease and desist order, Kaitlyn Pan continues to import, distribute,
sell and offer infringing products on https://kaitlynpanshoes.com/, the lawsuit claims.

Further, it is  alleged that Kaitlyn Pan attempted to apply for a U.S. trademark for its infringing Valentino Garavani
Rockstud shoes, flagrantly and willfully disregarding Valentino's intellectual property.

Kaitlyn Pan Pointed Toe Studded Slingback High Heel Leather Sandal Pumps , $109. Image credit: Kaitlyn Pan Shoes

Valentino has installed a customs surveillance system and enforced its IP rights specifically in the U.S.

The company's ongoing cooperation with U.S. custom authorities in the past three years led to the seizure of more
than 2,000 counterfeit products.

Alongside with customs enforcement, Valentino implemented a surveillance system aimed to detect counterfeit
products on sale in the U.S. market, the company said.

With the help of U.S.-based local agents, Valentino has taken legal action against several companies selling both
online and offline products bearing without authorization trademarks and industrial designs owned by Valentino.

Valentino has also run online brand protection activity on online platforms, which led the company to remove more
than 7,000 listings on several marketplaces, 360-plus Web sites and more than 1,000 social media accounts selling
counterfeit Valentino products with trademarks and industrial designs that it owns.

Real deal, or not?
Amazon is the world's largest online retailer, with a huge chunk of its revenue coming from two sources: its  Amazon
Web Services cloud hosting platform and the marketplace where third-party can sell products which are fulfilled by
the ecommerce giant.
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To its credit, last year invested more than $500 million and had 8,000-plus employees protecting its store from fraud
and abuse, including counterfeiting and IP infringing products.

As a result of its  efforts, the company claims that 99.9 percent of all products viewed by customers on Amazon have
not received a valid counterfeit complaint.

Amazon also works closely with law enforcement agencies and reports all confirmed counterfeiters to U.S. and
European authorities to help them build stronger criminal cases, the company said.

This is not the first time that Amazon has partnered with a brand to combat counterfeit products on its site, but it is  the
first legal alliance with a fashion brand.

Amazon has been trying quite hard to crack the luxury and high-fashion market, offering to sell their products on its
site and even a separate site to avoid lowering the perceived brand value for those concerned about it.

And yet, most brands, including houses within LVMH, Kering, Chanel, Richemont and Hermes, do not sell directly
on Amazon ecommerce properties.

The cooperation with Valentino may convince some fence sitters among smaller fashion brands that Amazon is
serious. Some may consider it a form of virtue signaling. And some may not even have the option left, as the COVID-
19 lockdowns have devastated their bricks-and-mortar businesses, with any source of revenue welcome to keep
doors open.

In another incentive and keeping with Amazon's past joint litigation practices, Valentino will receive any proceeds
from this lawsuit against the New York company and individual.

For its part, Valentino takes this suit quite seriously to protect its IP, heritage and brand.

"The Maison Valentino is one of the main protagonists of international fashion and plays a major role in the luxury
division by sustaining Made in Italy," Valentino said in an unattributed statement.

"The brand represents in the global market, one of the Italian excellences in the execution of the industrial process
in Italy and of the artisanal and handmade workmanship that are entirely produced in the historic Atelier of Piazza
Mignanelli in Rome.

"We consider Made in Italy to be a fundamental value to be fully endorsed, respected and at the forefront of our
business and creations.

"Valentino is an Italian brand operating globally and is a mirror of society. One of our core missions is to safeguard
our brand and protect the Valentino Community by celebrating inclusivity and with creativity at the heart of
everything we do.

"We feel this connection with Amazon will highlight the importance also in fashion for greater awareness,
knowledge and understanding by shielding the brand online and its resources."
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